
I’ve ridden the Amtrak between New York and Boston
over a hundred times since I left for College at Boston
University in 1980. The passing landscape of fishing
villages, industrial detritus, and hobo dreams has
always been inspiring to my restless mind and dhar-
ma bum soul. But tonight the sky is ablaze, the gray
clouds like smoke rising from the pink, red, purple
orange flames of day, all refusing to give way to the
black night. But the darkness will come and the day
will end as all good things must.
It seems a fitting palette for this column, the last I

will write as newsletter editor for Teaching/Learning
Matters. I know I speak for my cohort and comrades
Kathleen Korgen, Jonathan White, and Shelley White
when I say it has been an honor to serve this section
and its fine officers. Special thanks to Darlaine
Gardetto, Jeff Chin and Liz Grauerholz--great Section
Chairs all—and Kerry Strand and Andrea Miller for
serving as publications Chairs during our term.
Nathan Palmer for his recent work on the website and
everyone at ASA and elsewhere who have taken
whatever we have pieced together and made it look
good. In that vein let me add a special and personal
thanks to Jay Graham who has served as layout guru,
proofreader, and editor of last resort for these issues
as well as almost every publishing endeavor I have
been a part if. Thanks for everything, man!
In this issue we have some great articles from a

variety of places on a variety of topics, including
some divergent opinions about technology IN the
classroom. We have news, but never enough news as
I realize that, unlike many other sections, this sec-
tion’s members are incredibly humble. It may be
endemic to our focus on teaching that we think our
“news” is not as notable as those of more research

and publication focused sections. Or it may be that
we are just too busy teaching and researching and
writing and…and…and. Regardless, one advisory
word I will pass on to new editor(s) is to seek news
earlier and really nag…er…remind people often. Along
those lines, please see the call for new editor(s) for
this newsletter. While newsletters are now predomi-
nantly on-line and not always focused solely on
“news,” they remain vital communications organs for
all groups and we hope to see folks step up to take
on this task—truth be told it really HAS been a pleas-
ure to work with you all and take on the responsibili-
ty of producing collective knowledge and solidarity.
In looking for a proper conclusion to this brief jour-

ney let me note that most discussions of “endings”
seem overly simplistic in their “lessons learned” or
reductive in the sense of “time moves too quickly” or
clichéd in the faith that “every closed door is suc-
ceeded by an open window.” So let me be so bold as
to leave the “note by the phone” as we say farewell.

A Note by the Phone
A sonnet for Lucy

In the moment before good bye
In the quiet and the gray

hardwood floor and endless sky
of melancholy day

I pause to ponder a next step
In the break of dawn before adieu

I muse of walls and fences
And highway miles and miles

Of my clichéd defenses
Good neighbors yes, but friends and lovers?

The first law of thermo dynamics gives me heart
All goodbyes are premature from the start
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Hello all and happy summer! I know
for most of you, summer is as busy, if
not busier, than the fall and spring
terms. But I hope it also includes good
times, good friends, and good memo-
ries--and, of course, sweet anticipa-
tion of an exciting annual meeting in
NYC! Below I’ll highlight just a few of
the events you won’t want to miss.

Our Section Day is Sunday, August 11th. It begins 8:30
with the Section Award ceremony where Jeffrey Chin will
present the Hans O Mauksch Award to this year’s winner.
The Section business meeting will follow at 9:30. Please
come to hear about the great work our Section members
have been doing and to get involved in the Section. I’ve
heard from several of you over the past year asking about
ways to get involved with the Section and I assume there
are many more who haven’t asked but would like to be
involved. The business meeting is the place to be!
The ASA Section on Teaching and Learning Pre-

Conference Workshop, "Universal Design: Interrogating
Inequality in Learning" will be held from 8:00am to 5:00pm
on Friday August 9th, 2013 in New York, New York.
Congratulations to the participants who were awarded the
Sage/Pine Forge Award to help cover expenses to attend
the Preconference and ASA meetings.
Just Desserts will be held Sunday, August 11th, at 8:00.

This is a wonderful time to visit with familiars and meet new
sociologists who share our love of teaching and learning.
And it’s all for a good cause--proceeds go toward support-
ing the Carla B. Howery Teaching Enhancement Fund, a
small grants program designed to support teaching-related
projects that have long lasting and transferable impact.
We are also busy planning a Section reception which will

be held Saturday, August 10th. I’ll be sending notices to
members about the time and location once that’s set.
Throughout the meeting, there are many sessions and

workshops on teaching and learning sponsored by the
Section and general listings. There are too many to list
here, so search the Program at asanet.org.
The Section has had a busy and productive year.

Membership remains strong, the pre-conference continues
to be a great success, the by-laws were revised, and the
website updated. These are just a few of the activities
we’ve been working on. The members of council and sec-
tion committees deserve a huge thanks for all their hard
work this past year.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank a few of
these folks. This Section’s visibility and vibrancy would not
be what it is if not for the efforts of many. Past-chair Jeff
Chin has been tremendously helpful guiding me through the
job of Section chair. Same goes for Darlaine Gardetto, past-
past chair, who went well beyond her role (I know, there’s
no such official role!) in helping me this past year. I am so
thankful for their support and mentorship. Special thanks to
outgoing council members Amy Traver, Denise Copleton,
and Bernice Pescosolido. Thanks also to current council
members (Krisler Bailey, Barbara Walters, Rachel Neal,
Carla Corroto, David Purcell and Michael Schwartz). All have
been generous with time, insights and willingness to help.
We have not yet heard the results of the ASA election but
thanks to all those who stood for office. I look forward to
meeting the incoming council members in August!
Melissa Messineo chaired the committee that organized

the Pre-Conference and Keith Roberts chaired the commit-
tee that selected the Pine Forge/Sage Award recipients.
Both deserve huge thanks for making this event so suc-
cessful.
Our newsletter editors have been exceptional. Thanks to

Corey Dolgon, Kathleen Korgen, Jonathan White and
Shelley White for their efforts. We will be making a call for
new editors soon so please give that some thought.
One final notice. The American Sociological Association is

once again challenging ASA members to get others involved
in ASA by sponsoring its Member-Get-A-Member campaign.
Each current member who sponsors a new member is eligi-
ble for special recognition, prizes, and discounts on mem-
ber dues. You can get the application at asanet.org.
Remember, when you sign someone up, please include a
Section membership! We love new members!
I hope to see you in NYC in August. Until then, enjoy your

summer.

Liz
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(editor’s note: Sometimes integrating community
and classroom means the kind of popular education
that brings new ways of educating people on their
rights and their ability to protect or demand their
rights. This interview with Jeff Korgen, author of
Wage Theft, suggests these kinds of materials not
only provide community-based education for work-
ers, but could be an integral part of community
based learning for college students as well.)

Question 1: What is your own
background in working on
issues involving day laborers,
organizing, etc.?

I've been concerned about work-
ers issues since college--poverty is
bad enough, but when people are
working full-time plus AND living
in poverty, that's an affront to

human dignity! About ten years ago I was invited onto the
board of Interfaith Worker Justice, which gave me an
opportunity to learn more about how other faiths approach
workers issues. I also have enjoyed working with several
"labor priests" over the years--think of Karl Malden's char-
acter in On the Waterfront.

Question 2: According
to the piece in Crain's,
you were inspired to
create this publication
"to tell the stories of
workers who were
cheated out of wages
owed to them under
state and federal laws."
But who was your
intended audience and what impact did you hope to
have?

We want to reach two main groups--victims of wage theft,
particularly Latino workers, youth workers, and young adult
workers, and then also potential allies--people concerned
about social justice who would enjoy the novel format.

Question 3: This comic reminds me of the IWW
broadsides and Hoe Hill's Mr. Block and the work
that Paul Buhle has done in collecting political comic
books and strips throughout American history all the

way up to contemporary zines such as Temp Slave.
Did you have any inspiration or did you find any
examples from this history?

I'm a comic book guy from way back. When I was in 9th
grade, I read Leonard Rifas' All-Atomic Comics and Denis
Kitchen's Corporate Crime Comics. I learned a lot of stuff
they did not teach me in Civics class back in Slidell,
Louisiana! So I've always wanted to do docucomics on
social justice issues. When I read Paul Buhle's adaptation of
Studs Terkel's Working, it suggested the notion that work-
ers' stories could be told well through comics. Artist Kevin
Pyle's skills with infographics have proved a big plus too.

Question 4: Do you have new stories of how this
docucomic is being received, used, and playing a
role in organizing a movement for workers'rights?

So far, I know of two workers centers that have held events
for workers on wage theft where they distributed the comic.
It's received good reviews from workers. I'm sure the Wage
and Hour Division of the Department of Labor means well
in its materials on wage theft, but they read like they were
written by lawyers. Just translating that material into
Spanish is not going to make it more accessible. So the role
of this comic is to make information about wage theft and
how to fight it more accessible to workers.

Question 5: For professors of history, sociology,
political science, art and society, or people teaching
globalization and work issues, what suggestions or
ideas do you have for teachers who might want to
use this publication for their students? In other
words, what might teachers want to give students
as context for reading this and then what might thy
hope their students to leave such a lesson with?

This comic book would be a great supplemental text to
courses in any of these fields. Students reading the land-
mark study Broken Laws, Unprotected Workers would find
their understanding enhanced by the stories in our comic.
Students also might discover that they themselves are vic-
tims of wage theft. When I present on this topic in class-
rooms, more students see themselves as experiencing
wage theft coming out than going in. (And people can con-
tact Jeff at e-mail below to present in their classrooms.)

Question 6: What's next?

There are many issues that lend themselves to this kind of
treatment. I'd like to work on climate change and broad-
based organizing with low-income people next. This work
does require patrons, however, so if anyone out there is
interested in funding such projects, please contact me at
jkorgen@gmail.com!

Connecting the ClassroomConnecting the Classroom
to the Communityto the Community

An Interview with Jeff Korgen
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The Teaching and Learning Section [STLS] of ASA is seek-
ing new editor(s) for its newsletter Teaching/Learning
Matters. The position has a three-year term and is respon-
sible for editing and publishing the Section‘s electronic
newsletter. The newsletter is published three times a year
in fall, spring, and summer. The STLS Publications
Committee recommends the candidate for editor; Council
then confirms by vote. The newsletter editor serves under
the general direction of the STLS Council and maintains
close communication with the Chair of the publications
committee. Teaching/Learning Matters is the official publi-
cation of the Section, providing current Section‘s news,
activities, publications and projects as well as brief articles
on teaching and learning in sociology. The newsletter is
sent, electronically, to all STLS members and is posted to
the website. The editor is an ex-officio member of the sec-
tion publications committee and should attend council
meetings but has no vote in council. The position can be
filled (as this past team has been) by more than one per-
son.

Newsletter Editor Responsibilities:

Identifying important topics for potential special issues;
Soliciting articles for the newsletter.
Editing all text submitted for publication.
Writing articles for the newsletter as appropriate.
Designing and producing a professional newsletter for the
Section.

Working closely with ASA and Chair of Teaching Section to
distribute newsletter (electronically).

Qualifications:

Exceptionally strong oral and written communication skills.
Ability to set and meet deadlines.
Strong editing skills and demonstrable attentiveness to
detail.

Experience with desktop publishing software and other
tools and techniques currently used in the practice of
newsletter production and editing.

Application and Selection Process:

To apply, please email the following material to STLS
Publications Committee Chairperson, Andrea Miller,
andreamiller31@webster.edu by July 15th.

Curriculum vita and cover letter indicating your interest in
the position, any relevant experience and skills, and ideas
you have about how to improve the newsletter.

Saturday, August 10th

8:00-10:00 pm: Section reception (location TBA)

Sunday, August 11th

8:30-9:30: Awards ceremony: Hans O. Mauksch and
Carla B. Howery Awards; presentation by Jeffrey Chin

9:30-10:10: Section on Teaching and Learning in
Sociology Business Meeting

10:30-12:10: Teaching and Learning with
Technology

Session Organizer and Presider: Barbara R. Walters
(CUNY-Kingsborough Community College)

“Promises and Perils of Big Data: Examining Undergraduate
Sociology Assignments at a Medium-Sized Public University”

*Gregory Malone Fulkerson (State University of New York-
Oneonta), *Brian M. Lowe (State University of New York-
Oneonta), *James Greenberg (State University of New
York-Oneonta)

“Linking Learning-Community Theory to Course Retention
in Partially-Online Community-College Classes”

*Amy Elizabeth Traver (City University of New York-
Queensborough Community College), *Edwards Volchok (City
University of New York-Queensborough Community College)

“Global Problem Solving: A Collective Blog to Enhance
Student Engagement in Facilitating Solutions for a More
Equitable and Sustainable World”

*Rebekah Burroway (State University of New York-Stony
Brook)

“Strategies to Enhance Career Development, Job Skill Sets,
and Competencies of Undergraduate Sociology Majors”

*Darlene A. Smucny (University of Maryland-University
College)

Discussant: Robin G. Isserles (City University of New York-
Borough of Manhattan Community College)

12:30-2:10: Teaching the CORE of Sociology—or
not! What should introductory students know?

Session Organizer: Jeanne H. Ballantine (Wright State
University)

Panelist: Jeanne H. Ballantine (Wright State University)

Panelist: Nancy A. Greenwood (Indiana University
Kokomo)
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Panelist: Jay R. Howard (Butler University)

Panelist: Edward L. Kain (Southwestern University)

Panelist: Diane Pike (Augsburg College)

Panelist: Michael Schwartz (State University of New York-
Stony Brook)

Panelist: John F. Zipp (University of Akron)

2:30-4:10: Teaching Public Sociology

Session Organizer: Michael Schwartz (State University of
New York-Stony Brook)

Presider: Gilda Zwerman (State University of New York)

“Teaching Inequality in the Field”

*Beth Frankel Merenstein (Central Connecticut State Univ.)

“The Disorienting Dilemma in the Introductory classroom:
Imparting a Sociological Imagination in the “service course”

*Jenifer D. Drew (Lasell College)

“The Sociotherapy Workhorse of Introductory Sociology:
Private Troubles, Public Issues and the Sociological
Imagination”

*Richard Randell (Webster University)

8:00-10:00 pm: Just Desserts! A Carla B. Howery
Teaching Enhancement Grant Program Benefit Reception

Monday, August 12th

8:30-10:10: Interrogating Inequality in the Classroom

Session Organizer: Carla Corroto (Radford University)

Presider: Katherine R. Rowell (Sinclair Community
College)

“An Old Tool for a New Generation: Using the Star Power
Simulation to Teach Social Inequality”

*Barbara F. Prince (West Virginia University), *Michele Lee
Kozimor-King (Elizabethtown College)

“Interrogating (in)equality in languaculture(s): A sociologi-
cal study in an (unequal) bilingual classroom”

*Thomas P. Horejes (Gallaudet University)

“Teaching Sociology with Memoir Writing”

*Natalie Patricia Byfield (St. John's University)

“Being in a Racial Minority: A Pedagogical Encounter with
Racialized Norms and Spaces”

*Sara Schoonmaker (University of Redlands), *Bernard
McGrane

“Mirrors of Privilege: Making Whiteness Visible in the Health
and Aging Classroom”

*Robin D. Moremen (Northern Illinois University)

Discussant: Katherine R. Rowell (Sinclair Community
College)

10:30-12:10: Publishing Meets Teaching: Guidance
for Successful Authorship in Teaching Sociology and
TRAILS

Session Organizer: Diane Pike (Augsburg College)

Session Organizer: Kathleen Lowney (Valdosta State
University)

Panelist: Diane Pike (Augsburg College)

Panelist: Kathleen Lowney (Valdosta State University)

OTHER ACTIVITIES:

Friday, August 9th

1:30 to 5:30pm
Directors of Graduate Study Conference. Teaching
Writing in Sociology Graduate Programs: Training
the Next Generation

8:00 to 5:00pm
Section on Teaching and Learning Pre-conference.
Universal Design: Interrogating Inequality in
Learning

Saturday, August 10th

10:30 to 12:10pm
Teaching Workshop. What If Students Asked the
Questions? Student-Facilitated Policy Discussion in
the University Classroom

2:30 to 4:10pm
Teaching Workshop. The Sociology of Effective
Lecturing

4:30 to 6:10pm
Teaching Workshop. Making Students Count:
Innovations in Undergraduate Research,
Publication, and Teaching

Sunday, August 11th

10:30 to 12:10pm
Teaching Workshop. Teaching Sociology of Food in a
Community Garden
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12:30 to 2:10pm
Teaching Workshop. Social Networking as a
Teaching Tool

Monday, August 12th

8:30 to 10:10am
Teaching Sociology Editorial Board

8:30 to 10:10am
Teaching Workshop. Teaching Social Theory - New
Approaches for Bringing Social Theory to Life

10:30 to 12:10pm
Teaching Workshop. Teaching Introductory
Sociology for the First Time

2:30 to 4:10pm
Teaching Workshop. Teaching Climate Change in
Sociology

4:30 to 6:10pm
Teaching Workshop. Sex Matters: The Importance
and Mechanics of Teaching Sexuality Effectively

6:30 to 7:30pm
Reception for Scholars with International Research
& Teaching Interests

Tuesday, August 13th

8:30 to 10:10am
Teaching Workshop. Embracing (or at Least Not
Fearing) Difficult Dialogues in the Classroom

8:30 to 10:10am
Regular Session. Teaching Sociology

8:30 to 10:10am
Thematic Session. Teaching about Inequality in the
Face of the American Dream

10:30 to 12:10pm
Professional Development Workshop.
Demonstrating Teaching Excellence: Creating
Successful Resources in TRAILS

10:30 to 12:10pm
Teaching Workshop. Practical Experience and
Methods of Introducing Conversation Analysis to
Audiences Who are New to this Approach

12:30 to 2:10pm
Teaching Workshop. Building a Cumulative
Curriculum in the Sociology Major

Call for Interested Parties!!!

In looking at submitting a paper for the 2014
International Sociological Association’s

conference in Japan—Challenges for a Global
Sociology—it has come to my attention that
none of the research committees or thematic

groups have teaching as a primary focus.
I would like to pursue creating an

international teaching research committee
and have process completed by 2014 meeting.

Anyone interested in working with me to
create such a section and getting it started,
please contact me at cdolgon@stonehill.edu.
I will try to schedule a meeting for interested

parties at the ASA/SSSP meetings.

AWARDS:
Lissa Yogan received one of Valparaiso
University's “Excellence in Teaching
Awards for 2013" for curriculum and
course development. Each year at the
University, teachers are nominated from
each of our 4 colleges (Business, Law,
Arts and Sciences and Nursing). The

award includes an honorarium as well as funds to institute
a “pedagogical project on campus to continue campus
teaching efforts.”

Tanice Foltz, Indiana University
Northwest, received the Sylvia E. Bowman
Award for distinguished teaching from
Indiana University. Established in 1994,
the Sylvia E. Bowman Award honors exem-
plary faculty members in areas related to
American civilization.
Steven Barkan received a 2012 "Texty"
award for Outstanding Textbook from the
Text and Academic Authors Association.
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TRANSITIONS:

Jennifer Mueller will receive her Ph.D. from Texas A&M
University in August 2013. She will join the faculty of
Skidmore College this fall, serving as Assistant Professor
Sociology and Assistant Director of Skidmore's Intergroup
Relations Program.
Corey Dolgon received tenure from Stonehill College.
Jonathan White is the new Director for Service Learning
at Bentley College.
Steven Barkan was elected Vice President/President-elect
of the Text and Academic Authors Association.

RESEARCH:
Maria Isabel Bryant is in the process of compiling a litera-
ture review about Puerto Rican women that encompasses
the sociological study of women in Puerto Rico with an
emphasis on both theoretical and empirical studies. If you
know of an important source or have suggestions of
sources that could help me compile and prepare this impor-
tant literature review, please send information via email to
Maria Isabel Bryant at mariab@csmd.edu. In advance,
thanks for your cooperation and input.

PUBLICATIONS:

Mueller, Jennifer. 2013. “Tracing Family, Teaching Race:
Critical Race Pedagogy in the Millennial Sociology
Classroom.” Teaching Sociology, 41 (2):172 – 187.
A.L. Phillips. 2013. The Quest of the Unaligned.
BorderStone Press.
Steven E. Barkan. 2013. Sociology: Understanding and
Changing the Social World, brief edition, version 1.2, pub-
lished by Flat World Knowledge:
http://catalog.flatworldknowledge.com/catalog/editions
/barkbrief_1_2-sociology-understanding-and-changing-the-
social-world-brief-edition-1-2
Study Pass (online access with study aids): $19.95
All-Access Pass (Study Pass plus PDF version to download
and eTextbook format): $34.95
Printed black-and-white book: $39.95
VIP Pass (all of the above options): $49.95

The Quest of the Unaligned
By A.L. Phillips.
BorderStone Press, 2013
Written specifically to elucidate clas-
sic sociological theory, The Quest of
the Unaligned is a fantasy novel
designed to spark students’ interest
in sociology in a new and unique
way. The Quest of the Unaligned,
acclaimed by professors of sociology
and English alike, gives instructors a
fresh approach to illustrating the
principles of Gemeinschaft versus

Geselleschaft, Simmel’s Metropolis, and class conflict, all
within the framework of an engrossing adventure story.
At approximately 98,000 words, The Quest of the

Unaligned follows the journey of Alaric, a security chief of

Tonzimmel, as he reluctantly undertakes a quest and finds
himself at the center of a political, social, and magical con-
flict of deadly proportions. With accompanying discussion
and essay questions, the novel is an ideal supplement for a
range of sociology courses. Discussion and essay questions
specifically relate plot points in the novel to topics such as
social status and roles, marginalization, social mobility, the
nature of Simmel’s Metropolis, and the benefits and draw-
backs of living in Gemeinschaft communities as opposed to
Geselleschaft societies.
From bringing to life sociological theory learned in the

classroom to providing opportunities for discussion of cur-
rent and historical socio-political issues and challenging
readers to see their own society in a new sociological light,
The Quest of the Unaligned helps sociology instructors
make theory relevant to today’s students and fire their soci-
ological imaginations.
To order an examination copy, please visit

http://www.phillipsfiction.com/contact/ .

Announcing Joint Session
ASA Section on Human Rights and the SSSP Division on
Teaching Social Problems announce a joint session on
teaching about Human Rights and Social Justice.

It is one of SSSP’s new “critical dialogues” and will feature
short 5-7 minute presentations and encourage serious

discussions among panelists and the audience.
We encourage anyone interested in how we

communicate to students the integration of scholarship
and social action to join us for what should be an

engaging and passionate conversation.
Session 85: CRITICAL DIALOGUE: Teaching about

Human Rights and Social Justice
Date: Saturday, August 10

Time: 4:30 PM - 6:10 PM Room: Gershwin II
Organizer: Corey Dolgon, Stonehill College
Presider: Andrea Miller, Webster University

Papers:
“Defending Our City: Unintended Consequences of Service

Learning,” Jungyun Gill, Nicole E. Paul
and Angelina T. Daversa, Stonehill College

“It’s Our School Too: Youth Activism as Educational
Reform, 1960–1979,” Kelechi Ajunwa,
Delaware County Community College

“Lessons on Stigma: Teaching about HIV/AIDS in the U.S.
Deep South,” Bronwen Lichtenstein, University of Alabama

and Jamie DeCoster, University of Virginia
“Service, Ideology, and Social Change:

How Do Volunteers Attach Meaning to Their Work?”
Dave Harker, Boston College

“‘May the Odds Be Ever in Your Favor!’: Using The Hunger
Games as a Simulation in Racial Inequality,”

Kendra H. Barber, University of Maryland, College Park
“Grappling with Structure, Social Construction,

and Morality: Towards a Human Rights Approach to
Social Problems Instruction,”

Eric Bonds, University of Mary Washington
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Being a visual sociologist I am often
asked to review videos for classroom
use. Given the increasing practice of
substituting video screens for flesh and
blood professors, it is critical to think
about both the contexts as well as the
contents of these pedagogic practices.
A cautionary message was provided by

Rachel Emma Silverman, who wrote “In John Eastwood's
subterranean lab at York University in Ontario, Canada,
young adults sit watching video clips: They are part of a
test to see just how deeply bored they can get.” (2013)
In grade school (1947-55) I was on the “AV Squad,” oper-

ating and maintaining the 16 mm projector, and splicing
films together. Old celluloid film frequently cracked and
split, and public schools had limited budgets. After a few
years of too frequent service, and poor storage, a 45-
minute reel ran only 30 minutes; causing problems for
assembly periods where films were shown to keep us busy
while teachers took a well-deserved break. As today, AV
then served both custodial as well as educational purposes.
The most memorable film was Duck and Cover (1952)

that taught us how to protect ourselves from atomic bomb
attacks. It began with a cartoon turtle ducking into his shell
when a monkey lit a firecracker. It proceeded to kids crawl-
ing under desks, picnickers covering themselves with table-
cloths, and a farmer lying alongside his tractor to survive
the blast. Other, fear-inducing “instructional” films displayed
the concentric zones of relative destruction from ground
zero if an A-bomb hit, as it always did, in the center of
Manhattan (as though Brooklyn, where I lived, wasn’t worth
the effort of the godless Russian communists).
The Army training films I sat through (1963-66) warned

us about venereal diseases, showing what happens to our
private parts when we aren’t careful. Most of us closed our
eyes and hoped for the best. Soldiers had their own version
of Duck and Cover, and I was especially grateful for learn-
ing how to protect myself against mustard gas, as well as
radiation, with a rubberized rain poncho (olive drab). The
most exciting pre-Vietnam War training films gloriously por-
trayed our own historical heroism and the equivalent cow-
ardice of our enemies. The bombardment of subliminal
messages reminded me of The Manchurian Candidate.
Like changes in how we “write” from pen and pencil to

manual and electric typewriters, to dedicated word proces-
sors, to computers with voice recognition software, AV
technology has radically changed, but not the logic of
knowledge transmission and the purpose of “showing”

films. As a professor (1969-2013), I have survived “mobile”
televisions (on barely moveable carts), classroom CCT,
“mobile” computers and projectors (on carts). Today it’s
classrooms smarter than we are and wifi everywhere. Yet,
most departments still show “films” when the professor is
absent. When the professor is present, s/he too often uses
them as a substitute for a lecture.
Although “instructional” films can stand alone, in my

opinion, their educational value must be part of a well-
planned curriculum such as the PBS Eyes on the Prize series
for classes on the African-American Experience where they
serve as “text” to be studied and discussed. We must con-
sider the strengths and weaknesses not only of the medium
but the individual products. This includes the complex rela-
tionship between the film, instructor, and students.
Documentaries are not objective facts or unbiased recount-
ing of events, but presentations of points of view which stu-
dents must interpret and evaluate them. They should look
at films as advertisements and ask, “What are they trying
to sell me?”
Richard Broadman’s Brownsville Black and White is a

good case in point as even his “unflinching probe of how
people really live, and why” (Crockett 2012) can be misin-
terpreted. This classic documentary shows how Brownsville
(Brooklyn) changed “from a poor but racially harmonious
area made up largely of Jews and blacks to a community
made up almost entirely of people of color.” As “sociologists
teach through film to better understand the society.”
(Sutherland and Feltry 2013 4), for 10% of their grade, my
Visual Sociology students watched it “as ethnographers
trained to observe social groups and situations,” and wrote
short (250 -500 words) reviews about “the sociological con-
cepts that are visualized.”
Educators show films for different reasons and assess

student learning in different ways. Various audiences also
learn different things. Like Brownsville, Brooklyn College
has changed since the 1930s when it was almost totally
white and predominately Jewish. Today, like my class, it is
about 30% white and Jews are a small minority. As a result,
Broadman’s documentary evoked intense (instructor-mod-
erated) exchanges about objectivity as well as the more or
less laudable points of view the filmmaker extracted from
the main characters. My students “learned” Brownsville’s
history but their sense of that history is different than stu-
dents on other campuses. Their social and geographic
closeness to the subject prevented a neutral absorption of
facts that was enhanced by selective in/attention. All saw a
community torn apart by outside forces, but as to the Black-
Jewish conflict over community control of public schools,
the designation of victim and victimizer varied by their eth-
nicity. However, only a few students wrote that they were
“bored.”
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Finally, for teaching and learning, the educators’ own
relationship to the visual subject matter is critical. I knew
one character, Irving Levine (who later became the
American Jewish Committee’s Executive Director) from my
interethnic relations work in the 1970s. This made it possi-
ble for me to explain both who he was then and what he
was to become. Over the decades I worked with many
Black and community organizations and I have written
extensively on Brooklyn’s ethnic dynamics, so I could point
out how the film conflated distinct issues such as Black-
White versus Black-Jewish relations, and Urban Renewal
and “White Flight” that warrant their own documentary. In
other words, even for the best documentaries, like Richard
Broadman’s Brownsville Black and White you can’t simply
turn it on and leave the room.
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Technology is growing at a rapid pace.
Since the time I graduated from col-
lege, we’ve seen great advances in
computer technology, specifically, the
ability to make technology mobile. In
college, I was the only student with a
laptop computer, taking notes, cross
referencing what my professors
taught on the web and maybe, some

less productive activities when class seemed boring and
endless.
Now, technology is everywhere and can take you any-

where. And students have a variety of hardware and soft-
ware options from laptop to tablet to smart phone, from e-
mail to twitter to Facebook, to Google chat. This article will
examine the use of the Apple iPad in an Introduction to
Sociology classroom. In particular, I am interested in dis-
cussing the ways in which the mobile application Haiku
Deck, an intuitive presentation application, helped support

a learner-centered environment and initiate creativity,
group discussion and interpersonal communication skills in
learning and brainstorming complex sociological concepts in
a learner centered environment.
In the classroom, teachers must compete with new

advancements in technology. We can either ban the use of
smart phones, tablets, and computers from being used in
the classroom, or we can find interesting and productive
ways to employ these new forms of technology and actual-
ly improve learning in the classroom. Many school systems,
colleges and universities are beginning to realize the poten-
tial opportunity in integrating technology into the class-
room, allowing students the chance to learn using their
mobile devices as opposed to banning their use altogether.
Many of us would prefer having a classroom of students
learning, taking notes, researching ideas and collaborating
with peers, as opposed to playing games.
As stated above, there are many options for both teach-

ers and students when deciding on what technology fits an
individual’s specific teaching or learning needs. I have cho-
sen the iPad and Haiku Deck since my specific college has
fully integrated iPad technology into the classroom, each
student and teacher has access to and uses the iPad for
pedagogical and personal reasons. It is important to under-
stand that this is only one example of the use of technolo-
gy in the classroom, and that there are many options to
consider when integrating technology. In terms of choos-
ing a best practice of what works best in the classroom, an
educator must assess the needs of the students. But, as
mobile technology becomes more prevalent, more options
will be available to both Apple and Android users.
Haiku Deck is a free iPad app that allows users to create

visually stunning presentations quickly and easily
(haikudeck.com). The biggest attraction to using this soft-
ware in a classroom is the built-in picture database that
allows the user to search pictures that are mentioned in the
presentation text, creating an aesthetically pleasing slide
with very little time searching the Internet for pictures.
In introduction to sociology, an elective class popular in

many colleges and universities, the information can become
dry for many students who choose not to continue as soci-
ology majors. It is important for a sociology instructor to
initiate class discussion and collaboration to ensure that the
complex theory can be applied to everyday life. A student
centered approach can be utilized to ensure that the stu-
dents are the focus, applying the importance of the content
to each student with hands on approach brought to life with
the use of mobile technology in the classroom (Brown &
Green, 2005).
The specific assignment in my own classroom is given in

two parts. First, the students are given a homework assign-
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ment to research a specific sociological topic to be covered
in the class, “How popular culture defines American cul-
ture,” “How social control oversteps our freedoms,” or “How
do you define family and how has it changed in your life-
time.” The students are instructed to break into small
groups, and share their findings with each other, and to col-
laborate on a short Haiku Deck presentation that they will
share with the class. The students quickly compile the
presentation and share with the rest of their peers.
The use of mobile technology and the right applications

allow students to utilize technology already familiar to
them. As educators we can stifle their abilities by demand-
ing that they “turn off their toys,” or we can create a stu-
dent centered learning environment where they can learn
from not only the teacher, but they can learn from each
other. The iPad is a wonderful tool if used correctly, teach-
ers must keep up with the fast paced world of technology
to stay connected to our students.
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It’s ubiquitous on every campus: texting
while navigating between classes,
Facebooking at bus stops and Angry Birds
playing while eating lunch with friends. I
cringe as I witness these distractions
invade my classroom. However, I try not
to take it too personally, since I know it is

but a tiny slice of an insidious, social epidemic of disen-
gagement from the here and now facilitated by the rapid
spread of Personal Technological Devices (PTDs).
Flipping through recent issues of The Chronicle of Higher

Education one may see that, while I’m not alone in my con-
cern, not everyone is as perturbed as I am by their stu-
dents’ addictions to PTDs. Although some universities
have instituted campus-wide policies to restrict their use in
the classroom, others have handed out I-pads at the door.
My small, Liberal Arts College has no campus wide poli-

cy; we are only beginning to have a serious conversation
about the matter. Faced with the need for a better strate-
gy for my own classroom, I recently sent an email query to

the faculty at my college to see how others have handled
the rising use of PTDs in their classrooms. My message
provoked more discussion than any other topic in recent
history. More than 30 of my colleagues, facing similar chal-
lenges in their own classrooms, chimed in to share their
experiences and strategies.
The responses fell into three basic camps:
1) The prohibitionists: These colleagues saw PTDs as
“electronic clutter” and a significant disruption to the
learning environment. Except under limited circum-
stances, most in this group disallowed the use of these
devices in the classroom, with clear, and in some cases,
serious repercussions for violations.

2) The laissez-faire group: These faculty members rec-
ognized PTDs as distractions, but treated their inappro-
priate use in the classroom as the student’s choice and
ultimate responsibility to self-monitor. They reasoned
that any problems arising from the misuse of PTDs in
the classroom would naturally result in negative reper-
cussions for the student in the form of missed content
and poor performance in the class.

And, finally…
3) The join ‘em camp: Rather than attempting to beat
‘em, this group saw the use of these devices as both
inevitable and exciting. The join ‘em crowd attempts
to, as one of my colleagues put it, “teach students how
to use their toys as tools.” They’ve adapted their ped-
agogy to accommodate their students’ comfort, expert-
ise and reliance on the devices: arranging for students
to act as “Google jockeys” during class, using their lap-
tops or Smartphones to find relevant information or
encouraging students to send them text messages out-
side of class with questions or observations related to
class content. The join ‘em faculty view PTDs as
resources for democratizing, energizing and promoting
full participation.

I have to admit: some of the join ‘em’s ideas appeal to
me. I appreciate that this group is trying to heighten stu-
dent engagement by trying to make their technology useful
and relevant. I’m sure that by embracing personal tech-
nologies they’ve eliminated the “us versus them” dynamic
that can arise from an outright ban. The prohibitionists
require a surveillance and punishment plan for offenders.
They have them: all across campus cell phones are confis-
cated and students are stared down, called out, pulled
aside and even marked absent for the day. Being on con-
stant guard for electronic distractions can be distracting in-
and-of-itself.
It’s a hassle to monitor students’ use of PTDs. However,

I am convinced that setting strict limits with clear conse-
quences on their use is preferable for my classes to either

Helping Students Tune-in: Why I Don’t
Allow the Use of Personal Technological

Devices in my Classroom
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of the other approaches. I like the idea of engaging stu-
dents on their own terms, but it’s not worth the possibility
of a full fledge invasion of multitasking into my classroom in
an attempt to accommodate Smartphone addictions. I
want my students to absorb, process and react to the infor-
mation I’ve asked them to read and listen to in class, with-
out piling on content overload. Students can look up infor-
mation on the internet – even if it’s related to my class - on
their own time. I’m also not a fan of the laissez-faire
approach. As a sociologist, I am hyperaware of the fact
that individual choice is never purely individual. As several
of my colleagues pointed out, a student’s choice to obsess
over a Smart Phone during class, rather than engage in dia-
logue, disrupts the classroom community. It serves as a
signal to others that the lecture, class discussion and, ulti-
mately, emotional and intellectual engagement are option-
al. It can be demoralizing to those who are trying to pay
attention or make their own perspectives heard.
These aren’t just my own reflections. Students con-

firmed this position for me when I asked for their opinion
on the issue. After conducting my unscientific survey of
faculty, I asked approximately 60 students in three classes
to read and react to summaries of research and a book
review on the negative effects of the use of electronic clut-
ter and multi-tasking on mental health and learning and to
reflect on how these findings relate to them.
(http://www.facultyfocus.com/articles/teaching-professor-
b log/mul t i task ing-confront ing-students-wi th-the
facts/?utm_source=cheetah&utm_medium=email&utm_cam
paign=2012.09.26%20 %20Faculty%20Focus%20Update
and http://www.nytimes.com/2012/05/13/business/in-
i d i s o r d e r - a - l o o k- a t -mob i l e - d e v i c e - a d d i c t i o n -
review.html?_r=1&)
The students’ responses gave me hope. Most were not

surprised by the research findings, since they resonated
with their own personal experiences of feeling unproduc-
tive, addicted and distracted. Many saw themselves as vic-
tims of technology, describing personal struggles with set-
ting texting and internet limits for themselves. A handful
of students felt in control of their own use, but were
annoyed by other students’ continuous texting and internet
surfing inside and outside of the classroom. Several
described even the temptations to use PTDs as “over-
whelming,” and “distracting.” More than half mentioned the
use of PTDs as a problematic trend affecting their genera-
tion; several expressed concern about the effects on future
generations, especially their younger siblings.
As sociologists, we want students to learn to become, as

Michael Schwalbe puts it, more “sociologically mindful,”
learning to pay attention, “tuning-in to how the social world
works…learning to see it for what it is. “ (2008, p. 3). How

can students do this if they aren’t even practicing the art of
paying attention during the brief time we spend together?
Much to my surprise, the overwhelming message I received
from students on the matter was that they valued and were
working hard to be tuned in and appreciated my use of pro-
fessorial authority to set limits on PTDs in the classroom.
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On April 13th, the Department of Sociology and Criminology
at Stonehill College, in collaboration with the Association for
Humanist Sociology and the Society for the Study of Social
Problems’ Teaching Social Problems Division, hosted the
first New England Regional Teaching Sociology Conference.
The event was organized by Conference Chair, Corey
Dolgon (Stonehill College), and a diverse Planning
Committee of local educators and graduate students.
Planning Committee Members included: Amanda Aykanian
(UMass Boston), Whitney Gecker (UMass Boston), Daina
Harvey (Holy Cross), Shirley Jackson (Southern Conn. State
Univ.), and Thomas Pineros Shields (Brandies Univ.). The
Conference, held on the Stonehill College campus in Easton,
MA, featured traditional paper and poster presentations, a
lunchtime question and answer panel, and an afternoon of
issue-oriented group discussions. Over forty educators,
undergraduate, and graduate students were in attendance.
There were a total of fifteen presentations during the

morning session. Presenters from local colleges (Bristol
Community College, Eastern Conn. State Univ., Fitchburg
State, Holy Cross, Keene State, Rivier College, New England
College, Quinnipiac Univ., Stonehill College, Suffolk Univ.,
UMass Boston, and UMass Lowell) came to share their
research and teaching experiences. While there was not a
pre-determined conference theme, many of the presenta-
tions and posters covered topics related to community-
based and service learning experiences. Other presentation
topics included: teaching about race and social justice;
incorporating music, video games, and the New York Times
into curriculum development; and expanding honors, cap-
stone, and research experiences in undergraduate class-
rooms.
The lunchtime question and answer panel featured a

selection of experienced educators who fielded audience
questions on pedagogical decisions and classroom experi-
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ences. The session was moderated by Woody Doane (Univ.
of Hartford), and featured David Embrick (Loyola Univ.),
Shirley Jackson (Southern Conn. State Univ.), Saher Selod
(Simmons College), and Melissa Weiner (Holy Cross). The
afternoon was dedicated to small group discussions organ-
ized around emerging conference themes – community-
based education, integrating local and global issues, and
racial and ethnic diversity in the classroom. These café-style
sessions gave attendees an opportunity to reflect on ideas
and themes that emerged from presentations, and discuss
them with peers.
The Conference was a success and enjoyed by all, and

attendees expressed a high interest in attending future iter-
ations. When asked to complete a conference evaluation
form, the majority of attendees indicated that the confer-
ence was well organized. Additionally, they felt that the top-
ics covered were relevant, and that the conference was very
engaging and thought provoking. One professor said, “Very
thought provoking, and great ideas for teaching.” And, a
student attendee said, “This was awesome. I’m an under-
grad student and it was great to hear how much the pro-
fessors care for their students’ welfare.” The 2014
Conference is expected to be held at the College of the Holy
Cross in Worcester, MA.

The introductory course is the most common and most
important component of the undergraduate sociology cur-
riculum in the U.S. One of the most widely used pedagogi-
cal tools in the course is the edited reader. Although a lack
of empirical data makes it impossible to discern the extent
to which sociology instructors rely upon readers, anecdotal
evidence indicates that it is probably safe to assume that
introductory readers are now nearly as common as intro-
ductory textbooks. This essay reviews eight introductory
readers, which represent a variety of publishers and edi-
tions. While I do not claim that my small sample is perfect-
ly representative, I do believe the books I chose are typical
of those that are commonly adopted by instructors.

Organizational Structure, Substantive Coverage,
and Pedagogical Features

The books range from 368 (Charon and Vigilant 2009) to
660 (Ferguson 2010) pages; the number of major sections
varies from as few as 5 (Adler and Adler 2010; Cargan and
Ballantine 2010) to as many as 20 (Macionis and Benokraitis
2010). The number of readings in each major section varies
just as widely. One book includes exactly three readings in

each of its 15 sections (Matson 2011), while others offer
between two and five readings per section (Carter 2010;
Macionis and Benokraitis 2010). Still other books show
much more variation within each section: Cargan and
Ballantine (2010), for example, present between 4 and 16,
while Ferguson (2010) includes anywhere between 3 and
21 readings per section. The books include a total of
between 39 (Carter 2010) and 72 (Macionis and Benokraitis
2010) different readings, with the average being about 53.
With only two exceptions (cf., Carter 2010; Matson 2011),
all of the readers include a brief summary paragraph on the
first page of each reading.1 However, only Adler and Adler
(2010) offer a glossary; one other book (Cargan and
Ballantine 2010) places a glossary at the beginning of some
readings. The only book that includes an index is Carter’s
(2010).
In terms of the pedagogical features that accompany

each reading or set of readings, Carter (2010) is the most
generous editor: He includes not only “Discussion
Questions” at the beginning of each reading, but a “Test
Your Comprehension” section at the end of each, which
consists of 10 multiple choice and true/false questions.
Macionis and Benokraitis (2010) offer three or four “Critical-
Thinking Questions” at the end of each selection, while
Matson (2011) includes two “Study Questions” after each
reading. Adler and Adler (2010), Charon and Vigilant
(2009), Ferguson (2010), and Massey (2009) omit all such
questions.
While there is quite a bit of variation in the readers’ orga-

nizational details and pedagogical features, the general
substantive coverage, includes the same 15-20 major top-
ics in roughly the same order:

1. The Sociological Perspective
2. Culture
3. Socialization
4. Social Structure and Social Interaction
5. Social Groups
6. Deviance and Social Control
7. Social Class
8. Race and Ethnicity
9. Gender
10. Family
11. Education
12. Religion
13. Health and Medicine
14. The Mass Media
15. Politics
16. The Economy
17. Population and Ecology
18. Technology and Globalization

Of these, it seems to me that the “sociological perspective” is
the most important. And, in fact, Mills’s The Sociological
Imagination is excerpted in the first section of all but one of

How Do We Edit Sociology?
Some Thoughts on Introductory Readers
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the eight readers.2 All seven begin with Mills’s opening sen-
tence: “Nowadays men often feel that their private lives are
a series of traps.” Five of the seven end with the sentence
that concludes part two of Mills’s first chapter: “To be able to
do that is to possess the sociological imagination.” Only
Matson (2011) and Cargan and Ballantine (2010) reproduce
the entire third part of Mills’s first chapter. None of the eight
readers excerpts any other parts of The Sociological
Imagination.
After Mills, the most frequent inclusion in the first section

of the readers is Peter Berger’s Invitation to Sociology, the
first chapter of which is excerpted in four of the eight read-
ers. No other book or article was excerpted more than twice
across the eight readers. Put differently, 23 different readings
were excerpted across the eight readers, in addition to those
from Mills’s and Berger’s books. These readings ranged from
selections from Marx and Durkheim, to passages from recent
books and journal articles.
Gaye Tuchman observes in her 2009 book Wannabe U that

aspiring universities like the pseudonymous “Wannabe U.”
simultaneously imitate the “best practices” of their competi-
tors and individuate themselves as unique institutions in try-
ing to conform to the organizational fields to which they
belong. On a much smaller scale, the same can be said of
introductory readers (and, I suspect, introductory textbooks).
All eight of the readers I examined follow the pattern of

simultaneous imitation and individuation. One need not look
past the first few pages to see it. Ferguson (2010:vii), for
example, writes: “Although a number of readers in introduc-
tory sociology are already available for students, I have yet
to find one that exposes students to the broad diversity of
scholarship, perspectives, and authorship that exists within
the field of sociology.” Macionis and Benokraitis (2010:xiv)
take a more pecuniary approach, asserting that their volume
“gives instructors the largest selection of articles to consider
for their courses. It also gives students the best value for
their textbook dollar, costing less per article than competing
readers and ‘custom’ readers.” Carter (2010) is perhaps the
most direct, calling the first section of his Preface “What Sets
This Reader Apart.”
The readers do, in fact, differ in the specifics of their orga-

nizational structures (e.g., length, number of excerpts) and
pedagogical features (e.g., the presence or absence of
study/discussion questions). But the readers also imitate one
another in terms of their general topical coverage. From the
perspective of the textbook market, this makes sense: Each
reader must be somehow obviously unique at the same time
that it must be generally comparable in order for it to sell.
In the end, then, and in light of the results discussed

above, perhaps instructors’ perennial question of which read-
er to use is less important than the question of whether to
use a reader at all.

ENDNOTES

1It is worth noting here that very few readings across the eight
books are longer than five or six pages. Yet the inclusion of intro-
ductory summaries is clearly the norm.
2The only exception is Carter’s (2010) reader. Inexplicably, there
is no entry for Mills or for The Sociological Imagination in its index.
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In the United States, we have grown
accustomed to the anti-intellectualism of
the right-wing. Rick Santorum’s claims
that expanding access to higher educa-
tion smacks of “elitism”; to Texas’s
attempts to rid public school curricula of
“critical thinking”; to Kansas’s educational

ban on anything that smacks of monkeys and climate change
are only the most recent skirmishes in the conservative polit-
ical struggle to obscure the root causes of social problems
and strap scientific inquiry solely to the military and corporate
efforts of a capitalist oligarchy.
More disappointing has been the way in which the eco-

nomic functions of education have led even moderate and
liberal politicians to propose corporatizing schools and uni-
versities, promote high stakes testing, and support anti-
teacher and anti-union measures throughout the country.

Now’s The Time: Committing Sociology
in the New World

Corey Dolgon, Stonehill College
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While most K-12 schools lay like wounded fawns awaiting the
sharp teeth of private sector takeover or the slightly more
rounded gnawing of no child left behind, the triumph of neo-
liberalism in higher-education has helped universities fully
realize their status as equal partners in what Senator William
Fullbright once called the American Military-Industrial-
Academic complex.1

But most of us think better of Canada (I hear my Canadian
colleagues, Karen Robert and Reuben Roth, chuckling). After
all, Canada boasts a highly robust PUBLIC university system
with institutions that rival many of the best private, Research
1 institutions in the United States. And even when the public
system threatens neo-liberal “corrections” in price and prod-
uct, students and faculty organize and protest, eventually
bringing many officials to their knees. While Canada is no
Socialist paradise (or nightmare—depending on your political
disposition) it is still a country that takes education as a crit-
ical and universal public mission and maintains a decent
social contract for the public’s welfare.
Thus, it came as a big surprise to us in the United States

to hear Canada’s prime minister doing an impeccable imper-
sonation of our own Tea Party talking points by declaring that
terrorist acts should not inspire us to think sociologically.
Following the Boston Marathon bombing and attempts by
terrorists to attack a Canadian passenger train, Prime Minster
Harper said: "I think, though, this is not a time to commit
sociology, if I can use an expression…these things are seri-
ous threats… to all the values our society stands for.” An odd
expression indeed. Thus, it was left to Conservative MP Pierre
Poilievre, to explain that, while there is nothing necessarily
wrong with trying to understand why terrorism happens,
"The root causes of terrorism is terrorists," he said. "That's
how we respond."
Even Canada may succumb to an American style of dumb-

ing down politics where an avoidance of intellectual curiosity
is only part of problem. Anti-terrorism and anti-crime policies
divorced from research only feeds military and prison indus-
trial complexes. But Harper’s comments are less anti-intellec-
tual than they are part of a concerted effort by conservative
politicians everywhere to destabilize and dismantle radical
ideology and progressive educational policy.

For those of us who commit sociology on a daily basis, by
profession, it should be seen as a chilling declaration. Some
of us will simply be amused by this, perhaps being reminded
of the Doonesbury comic strip where, in response to both
budgetary crises and political upheavals on campus a college
president ruminates on whether he can get away with cutting
the entire sociology department. But simple bemusement
without a sophisticated political and institutional analysis of
the context for this comment would be a mistake. We have
to think sociologically about the movement against commit-
ting sociology.
Teaching sociology, especially a sociology focused on social

problems, will and perhaps should be a dangerous act. We
challenge students and communities and institutions and soci-
eties to peel back the veneer of common sense and simple
platitudes. We could no longer stop terrorism by killing all the
terrorists than we could stop crime by locking up all the “crim-
inals,” understand poverty by blaming poor people, or solve
environmental degradation by killing the grass and trees.
While teaching sociology is an exercise that focuses on edu-
cating particular sets of students in particular ways of think-
ing about and understanding the world, we ultimately hope
that our teaching will enhance the ways students then act in
the world. Increasingly engaged pedagogies try to bridge the
gap between thought and action even more directly and with
greater impact. But regardless of pedagogical strategies, our
shared goal is always, always, always a broader and more
sophisticated examination of the root causes of social phe-
nomena—especially those phenomena we call social prob-
lems. Thus, while we may revel in the magic of a child’s birth
or marvel at the beauty of a sunset, sociologists by nature, by
profession, and by action must claim that now is EXACTLY the
time to be committing sociology.
ENDNOTE

1Henry Giroux. 2007. The University in Chains: Confronting the
Military-Industrial-Academic Complex. Boulder, CO: Paradigm
Publishers. Noam Chomsky, et. al., 1998. The Cold War & the
University: Toward an Intellectual History of the Postwar Years.
New York: The New Press. I would also recommend folks check
out Public Historian and activist, Mark Naison’s blog for insightful
critique and inspiring activist stories related to saving public edu-
cation. http://withabrooklynaccent.blogspot.com/
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A Special Issue of Polymath: On Being a Professor
This special issue of Polymath invites scholars from across the academy, regardless of discipline, rank or employment sta-
tus, to contribute to our knowledge concerning the experience of being a professor. Of special interest are articles and book
reviews on the lived experiences of academics across disciplines, employment status, race, class background, gender,
ability, age, and difference.

Areas of interest include, but certainly are not limited to:

• Addressing the work/life balance
• Intersections of gender, class and race-ethnicity
• Navigating homophobia, religious intolerance and
other bigotries
• Glass ceilings and brick walls
• Teaching successes and challenges at minority
serving and/or majority white institutions
• Unemployment, underemployment and poverty
• Hostile workplaces
As an online, peer-reviewed journal, Polymath is accessible world-wide. The electronic
format allows you to include multimedia, live web links and a range of other materials.
More than access to this free journal, contributors will find that this medium allows for a
quicker route to publishing.
For author guidelines and to submit your full-length manuscript, please visit
https:ojcs.siue.edu/ojs/index.php/polymath/about/submissions#online
Submissions no later than October 18th, 2013.

In addition to academic papers, those interested in writing a book review (books published in 2012 or 2013) related to the
theme, On Being a Professor, are welcome as well.
Questions regarding article content or proposed book reviews should be directed to the special guest editor, Dr. Sandra E.
Weissinger (email: sweissi@siue.edu). Questions regarding the submission process should be directed to Polymath edi-
tor, Dr. Susan Hume (email: shume@siue.edu).

JustPublics@365 MediaCamp
Media & Digital Media Skills Workshops for Sociologists

CUNY J-School, 219 W. 40th Street, New York, NY

MediaCamp Workshops are skills-building sessions for intellectuals who want to combine research
and digital media for the public good. These workshops are free for faculty, staff, and graduate students who

seek to enrich their digital media skills.

On August 8-9, just before the annual meetings in New York City, there are two days of workshops
designed especially for sociologists who want to share their research with wider audiences.

MediaCamp is made possible by a partnership between JustPublics@365, the CUNY Graduate Center
and the CUNY J-School. MediaCamp is sponsored by the Ford Foundation.

The workshops include:
- Op-Ed Pieces and Pitches: Framing Research for Public Audiences

- Twitter: Social Media Practicum
- Blogging: Social Media Practicum
- Smart Photos with Smart Phones

- Data Visualization: Making Sense of the Numbers
- Being interview on Camera: Big Media for Academics

Register here:http://justpublics365.commons.gc.cuny.edu/august-mediacamp-workshops/

There is no limit to the number of workshops you can take. However, we expect these workshops to fill up quickly,
so please sign up soon.

Praise for previous MediaCamp workshops:

“After attending a MediaCamp workshop, I ended up publishing some of my research on women taxi drivers in American
Prospect magazine. The editors were so excited that they ran three of my stories on immigrant workers as part of a series.
And, the things I learned at the workshop came in very handy last week when, following the death of Hugo Chavez (about
whom I’ve written), I found myself beseiged by media requests, including many international and local tv stations, and an
interview on MSNBC with Chris Hayes. I used the workshop notes to prepare for my appearance on television and it helped
calm my nerves and make me feel more confident.”

- Sujatha Fernandes, Associate Professor, Sociology, Queens College and the Graduate Center
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